Ray of hope

CANCER
Non-Invasive Cytotron Treatment

Arresting cell growth with RFQMR

New gentle, safe treatment without side effects
World's First Cytotron Center with Technical knowhow and training from the inventor of Cytotron at Centre
for Advanced Research & Development
Faced with cancer and the dreaded side effects of all conventional treatments,
Cytotron is new hope for gentle, safe treatment.
What is Cytotron therapy?
Cytotron therapy is a clinically proven, non-invasive treatment to arrest tumor cell growth and provide improved quality of life to cancer
patients.
How is Cytotron (RFQMR) therapy done?
Patient lies on the Cytotron bed that moves into the focus area. The treating rays are focused
on the tumour with laser guides and the computer calculates the dose based on the MRI, The
treatment is usually one hour daily for 28 days.
How does Cytotron work?
Cytotron device produces Rotational Field Quantum Magnetic Resonance (RFQMR) beams
that are low power, non-ionizing, non thermal, radio or sub-radio frequency
electromagnetic waves. RFQMR alters Cell Membrane Potential of cancerous cells from
problematic -20 mV to healthy -90 mV range and activates P53 proteins that halt
uncontrolled cell mitosis. RFQMR does not destroy the cancer cells, but stops the cell
division putting the cells in a vegetative state and as all cells are programmed by nature for
self destruction through apoptosis the body gets rid of cancerous cells over time.
Is Cytotron painful and is it safe?
There is no pain or discomfort during treatment. Cytotron is certified by DRDO, Government of India as safe, non-ionizing and nonthermal complying with the International Commission of non-ionizing Radiation safety standards.
What cancers can be treated with Cytotron?
Cytotron can treat all tumors such as brain, breast, cervix, bladder, colon, rectum, lymphomas, liver, lung, ovary, pancreas, kidney,
stomach, uterus, etc.
Is Cytotron possible in old age and in patients with Diabetes, High Blood Pressure, Heart Disease, etc?
Yes, Cytotron Therapy is possible in elderly and in patients having most other diseases.
What tests are required before Cytotron therapy?
MRI, CT or PET-CT, X-ray, laboratory tests etc are required depending on the type of cancer.
Which patients cannot be treated with Cytotron?
Patients with any MRI incompatible implant or having pregnancy cannot be treated with Cytotron.
Is Cytotron possible with other treatments?
Yes, Cytotron therapy is possible before, with or after Radiotherapy, Chemotherapy, Surgery, etc. In patients who have surgery etc.
before Cytotron we suggest having a Cytotron protocol MRI before the treatments to enable Cytotron dose planning for treatment to
decrease the chance of recurrence.
How effective is RFQMR for Cancer?
Preliminary study on terminal cancer patients reported that tumor progression stopped or reversed in most patients - 80% had pain relief,
60% survived beyond expectation and 35 % were alive and disease free after 2 years
and many even went back to normal activity. We consider this as an outstanding
result as all these patients were declared terminal cancer patients and not expected
to live long. In early stages better result are expected.
How does the patient know that he is better?
Patients are expected to have better quality of life, feel better, have pain relief, eat
better and fell more energetic. Pre and post Cytotron MRI can document the tumor
to become static and stop growing. Follow up MRIs should show decrease of tumor
mass.

MRI before and after Cytotron

What if Cytotron fails or there is a recurrence?
If Cytotron fails it can be repeated or other treatment options like surgery, chemotherapy and Radiotherapy tried.
Are not surgery, radiotherapy and chemotherapy good treatment options?
As there is no 100 percent successful treatment for cancer all possible treatments should be adopted. Cytotron is a good safe treatment
option and should be tried where ever possible.
What are the advantages of Cytotron therapy?
Cytotron Therapy has the following advantages:
* Purely external with beam of rays.
* No anesthesia, cut, scar, blood transfusion.
* No pain of treatment.
* Usually no hospitalization.
* No treatment complications or infection.
* Possible in surgery unfit patients.
* Well accepted by aware doctors and patients
* Cost effective.
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Medical Centre is
World's First Cytotron Centre

established in March 2006 after the clinical
trials at the Institute of Aerospace Medicine,
Bangalore.

Is Cytotron still experimental?
No, Cytotron to treat Musculoskeletal Disorders and terminal Cancer patients is not experimental as all required technical, safety and
clinical requirements have been fulfilled and results published.
What is the present status of Cytotron therapy?
Cytotron has international patent manufactured in compliance with ISO 9001:2000 and ISO 13485:2003. It has obtained CE Certificate
marking European Conformity for safety, public health and consumer protection and has qualified for CMDCAS, Canada's Health
regulatory requirements making it acceptable in Europe and Canada for tissue regeneration and degeneration.
What are the possible future uses of Cytotron?

NO-SURGERY FACILITIES

Cytotron has potential in treating Cancer, Osteoarthritis, Coronary
Angiogenesis, Peripheral Artery Disease, Pain management,
Osteoporosis, Migraine, Diabetes, Neuropathy, Non-healing wounds,
Tinnitus, Multiple Sclerosis and cerebral degeneration.

· Avoid Heart Bypass Surgery - ACT & ECP.
· Remove Kidney stones with rays - Lithotripsy (ESWL).
· Knee Joint arthritis pain - Avoid Knee replacement with Cytotron.
· No side effect cancer treatment - RFQMR.
· Detoxification - Chelation Therapy.
· Immunity, etc - Ozone Therapy.
· Backache - Computerized Spinal Table.

CANCER - KEY POINTS
Cancer: Uncontrolled growth and spread of cells.
Common: Lung, colon, prostate, stomach, breast, cervix.
Prevalence: 10 million new cases every year.
Death: Causes 13% of all deaths.
Risk factors: Lifestyle, diet, tobacco, carcinogens, infections,
radiation.
Symptoms: Lump, bleeding, pain, ulceration, cough, weight loss, poor
appetite, fatigue, sweating, anemia.
Tests: X-Ray, MRI, CT Scan, PET-CT Scan, Endoscopy, Biopsy.
Treatments: Surgery, Radiotherapy, Chemotherapy, Immunotherapy,
Hormonal therapy, Cytotron, etc.

REVOLUTIONARY
Cytotron is a gentle approach for cancers tumors and hope
for the terminally ill patients before, with or after surgery,
chemotherapy and radiotherapy.
Cytotron has international patent and is the only
device to use nuclear resonance for in-vivo tissue
engineering to treat cancer.

"FIRST OF ALL, DO NO HARM"
Like Hippocrates we believe in safe treatments with no side effects. Cytotron is big hope for cancer patient as it has no know
side effects and unlike surgery, chemotherapy and radiotherapy the high specificity of RFQMR ensures that healthy cells are
not affected in any manner.
- Dr. Sibia

QUANTUM OF ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY
Albert Einstein the most influential physicist of the 20th century won the Nobel Prize for Physics in 1921. He
wrote: DNA map or formula is a function of the bio-energetic fieldthat exists in parallel with the physical body.
This bio-field is a map of energy structure that contains the architecture and conditions to construct a physical
entity in space and also it is a formula to repair the structures that are damaged or destroyed. We can consider it as
the supreme intelligence, which is latent within a body.
Raymond V. Damadian, inventor of
the Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI) wrote about Cytotron: “Dr.
Kumar's work brings to life new
technologies for coupling early MR
detection of cancer tissue to efficient
method for eradicating them.”

Dr. Sibia with Dr. Kumar,
the inventor of Cytotron

Thanks to Dr. R. V. Kumar, for providing us opportunity to
serve mankind and be the first in the world to use Cytotron after
the clinical trials. He is a potential Nobel Price winner for
changing the way we treat and giving hope of life to those
sentenced with cancer or the trauma of conventional treatments.
With invention of Cytotron the dreaded side effects of the
conventional treatments should be a thing of the past.
- Dr. Sibia
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